Insight Cloud Economics

The Cloud Economic Assessment will help ensure you have the right information to make the right decisions

Transformation in the cloud | at what cost?
Are you wondering what workloads are most cost-effective to run in which cloud? How about how expensive it is to move to the cloud or if this switch is actually going to save you money?

30% of cloud spending is wasted on unused instances, sub-optimal pricing and ineffective planning.

58% of cloud leaders identify cloud optimization as their top priority.

IT professionals feel they have the modern tools necessary to gain visibility and control cloud usage.

Cloud Economic Assessment
Upgrading to the cloud is often not as easy as organizations think; we help you take the right steps to get there.

And once you’ve decided that you are going to the cloud, how do you decide which platform best fits your organization?

The Cloud Economic Assessment offering works with clients to assess, implement and enhance the migration of data center workloads to the cloud. In our digital world, we often make leaps without thinking of the repercussions. It’s important to find a partner that understands your business and can manage your cloud journey from the assessment phase to consuming and utilizing the cloud.

How it works

Learn the benefits:
The first step in your journey to the cloud:
• Identify all cloud ready workloads
• Calculate ROI and total costs of ownership (TCO) for moving workloads to the cloud
• Evaluate potential risks

Cut cost
Learn the benefits:
• Reduce the risk of over or under provisioning cloud purchasing through accurate workload sizing
• Combine data center & cloud solutions through hybrid license options
• Recommendations on data center consolidation
• Determine funding options

Align the business
Collaborate together:
• Implement highly secure, flexible, and resilient solutions with cloud migration planning architecture
• Transform your organization for the future

What to expect
The cloud Economic Assessment delivers an insightful overview of your company which includes:
• Recommended cloud workloads
  – Accurate sizing
  – Monthly cost with ROI and TCO estimates
• Data center consolidation recommendations
• Other infrastructure insights found:
  – Security concerns
    Missing updates or patches
    Unsupported software
  – Old Hardware
  – Reboot Times, etc.
• Which Cloud best fits your organization

A partnership that allows you to take the correct steps
CloudEconomics@Insight.com